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About This Game

Elephant Games, the studio that brought you Haunted Hotel and Hallowed Legends series, warns you to prepare for the end of
the world in the next thrilling chapter of Chimeras!

A dark shadow falls over the city of Munich during a solar eclipse, causing a chain of supernatural events and shocking murders.
The police are baffled and need your help to solve the crimes. But another darker force is at work, and there are whispers of a
secret society. A fortune teller warns of a mysterious wanderer who holds the key to the city's fate. She claims you're the one

who will guide his path. Your choices will have consequences! Will you cause its destruction, or will you raise it from the ashes?
Find out in this heart-pounding hidden-object puzzle adventure!

Play the bonus game to catch a secret society member's murderer!
Hunt for morphing objects and tarot cards

Collect and display morphing chimeras
Earn special achievements

Use the available strategy guide
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Well. The gameplay is pretty much shown in the trailer. It's actually very thought provoking after in introduces multiple
hexagons getting moved with multiple colors to align correctly.

The sounds are pretty decent I suppose. I don't really listen to the music when I'm playing puzzle games to be honest. The noise
after you beat a level is pretty great though. It makes you feel like you accomplished something phenomenal.

Only minor issue with the game is the wrong cog may turn sometimes which makes it rather hard to do things quickly
unfortunately. Also, if you are anything like me and you get in to the zone and accidentally rotate the wrong cog you might freak
out and try to correct it and end up rotating another wrong cog and just completely ruin your puzzle.

Thankfully there's a color blind mode because the orange doesn't look like orange and I'm sure color blind people would get a
kick out of this game too. $5 seems a little steep to be honest, however the $2 i got it for seems a little on the cheap side since
there's 8 worlds with 12 levels each (that I can see right off the bat.) I don't know how much value $5 is to some people and how
little it is to some people, but just know it's worth your time to play if you like puzzles. nice puzzler, with neon style visuals and
a AWESOME SOundtrack!. Best Pinball game...
if you consider a Pinball game bad, ugly, and unplayable.. Good old game 10/10. No, I don't like it. The gameplay gets pretty
annoying after just a few minutes. It uses the Unity game engine, with 350 MB of diskspace. Played on ubuntu linux 18.10 with
keyboard and mouse.. Played through the first four levels. It's alright, but nothing remarkable. It has some fundamental flaws
that I don't like.

First of all it basically forces you to fight at one place, you can't dance around enemies as you get fleeing damage if you do so.
This might work coupled with an interesting fight mechanism, but this game doesn't have that. It's just your basic reaction test:
push the attack button when your attack is ready.

Your charactes are in a line opposed to a grid. This forces you to move your mouse further than in a traditional two by two grid
placement and because of that, fast weapons are in disadvantage as you miss those important seconds what you save by using
those weapons. Spellcasters can use only two spells at a time and they have to sacrifice their hand slots for them and they even
share the cooldowns with each of their spells. This basically means that your utility spells are useless, you just use heals with
your healer and your best damage option with other casters. All this combined makes the fights little bit boring. And on top of
everything, as your characters don't need any food or water, you can rest after every fight without any disadvantage.

Leveling is predefined. You don't get to make any choices as your characters level up. And you don't get to swap your characters
in the line, it automatically assign your characters to the imaginary front and back row based on the class. It doesn't tell you
which character are in those rows, only way you know that this happens is by reading a random tooltip during sleeping. So the
only meaningful choises are made in the beginning by choosing a class and of course what equipment you use with your
characters.

Level design was a little bit boring. It's your standard labyrinth. It had some furniture in it to evoke some meaning to the design,
but mostly it was just boring corridors and rooms. But I've seen worse. Puzzles in the first four levels were pretty basic.

Music I liked and couple of the monsters were pretty nice looking.

All in all, I can't really recommend this game to anyone else than the most enthusiastic dungeon crawlers.. Let me start by saying
I have the boardgame version of this game and enjoy playing it. From reading the game manual, the goal of the game is to
recreate the mechanics of the boardgame.
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The reason I had to go to the manual was due to a faulty implementation. Sound in the tutorials does not work, all I get a buzzing
sound. Certain user interface components overlap, making it impossible to access what lies under the top layer. Cards, an
important component in the boardgame, are not yet implemented. There is no way to control graphics or sound through the use
of a settings or options menu. [There is an options menu which gives two sliders that are not labeled. Message to the developers:
this is rather useless.] (I'm running on an Alienware machine that meets all of the requirements for this game.)

After trying a different machine, I was able to try the tutorials and get through them. There are typos and some other minor
issues, but overall, it plays reasonably well. However, the lack of cards is annoying.

Update: I just tried the 1.06 patch and it's a big improvement. The game plays a lot better and the feedback from the game is a
lot better. Since they are updating regularly, I'm going to assume the cards and other fixes are coming and I will change my
overall review to "recommended".

Overall, this game appears to have been shoved out the door a month or two before it was really ready. I have hopes that these
issues will be addressed by the developers, however at this point I cannot recommend it. That's a shame because I was looking
forward to the game..  I NEVER Review anything here on Steam, but this DLC MUST be reviewed.
This one was my first review ever.

Pros:
It is the BEST DLC Ever in the category: useless DLC

Cons:
Its guns are useless. There are MANY other standard guns on the game that are waaay better than the crap this pack gives...
Furthermore, as far as I can remember, you STILL HAVE TO BUY THE DANG GUNS (in game, obviously)!

So, no, do NOT buy this. Use your money to buy something more useful, like ice cream.... Thought it was going to be bad, but
turned out okay! Fun to play
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I usually like to play clicker games, and when I saw this game, the description, and the screenshots, I thought it looked pretty
good and added to my wishlist. Today I bought it, along with a couple other games. This game is possibly one of the worst
games I've ever played, let alone payed for. Allow me to elaborate why.

1. Settings - Immedietly after launching the game for the first time, I instantly looked to find an option to disable the loud and
annoying music; however it doesn't work. Muting the in game music via the settings effectively does nothing, therefore to mute
it, you must mute the volume on your pc, also muting all notification sounds and other things that you may need to hear if they
notify you.

2. Gameplay - The visuals are extremely boring. There are 5 things that you can buy that automate your cookie earnings, as well
as 5 upgrades to those things. The upgrades are easy to accquire, and once you own everything and all the upgrades, there's
nothing else to the game; nothing else to strive for or work towards - In the end I had 11 minutes on this game, and I had
completed it in 9. Don't restart the game, either, as you will lose all your progress.

3. Motivation - Once you have bought the game, there is nothing to play for. The game doesn't save, the settings don't work,
there are no achievements for this game, and nothing in-game to work towards.

Overall - The game isn't fun. It goes against everything that games are supposed to be - even for a clicker game. I'm probably
even going to request a refund for this game, as even though it was cheap I still don't think I got my moneys' worth.. This is an
incredibly fun and addictive game. Normally when I finish this type survival RPG i quickly lose interest after doing the main
questline, but this one actually made me want to keep going and build little settlements just for the fun of it. My only complaint
is that the NPCs are all pretty uninteresting right now.. Being a fan of the comic book i was going to have a soft spot for this
one. However, be warned, it does quickly become a bit repetitive. It's good if you just fancy a bit of mindless violence..
Amazing experience! This is my zen moment.. Didn't like it. Could've been better if it relied a bit less on gimmicky enemies
and traps.. There's a lot going for this game. I'll be honest, i bought it on a sale with 0.99 Euros. What a deal! The game deserves
more than this. For that price at least, the game has a lot of content an replayability. So, theres the story. Not very long, but fun.
Some lighthearted humour here and there. A lot of secrets though, and some are realy intresting. There's the 1v1 arena, for two
players. You can change damage multipliers, time and your loadout. It can get quite hectic. There are challanges too. The cool
thing is they have a goal, but can keep going forever. The fact that the story and the challanges can be played co-op instantly
adds to the replayability. Co-op is local only though, and whent things start to get crazy, it can be difficult sometimes to find
yourself on the screen. The gun stacking is cool, i'll admit, but it looks a bit stupid. Not the plethora of different projectiles, that
looks very cool actualy, but the guns look silly on top of each other. Also, if you put a tommygun on top of the stack, it'll
probably miss the enemy. I's not that big of a problem though, you can play just fine. And the enemy model also look nice, very
hi-res. Those are my thoughs about it. You should grab it if you like chaotic sidercrolling shooters.. Like watching NASCAR
with an education.
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